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ABSTRACT
This paper is a non-exhaustive review of John Dawson's research work in the
domain of space plasma simulation.
Itsincludessome of his most significant
contributions
brought on physics of auroralphenomena, on magnetospheric physics as well as solar
physics and astrophysics.In many

ProfessorDawson
opportunities,

pioneeringwork in terms of development of new global MHD

has developped a

and particlecodes, with

innovativeapplications
to the physicsof space plasma phenomena. Finally,
the interest
of
ProfessorDawson in the new architecturesof highly parallelsuper-computers willbe
presentedand illustrated
by simulationresultsobtainedrecently.
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I - INTRODUCTION
This paper présentsa reviewof some illustrative
simulationresultsthat Professor
Dawson

in honoring John Dawson is a
brought in space plasma physics.Participating

honor in itself
but, such a reviewisnot an easy task.because of the abundant
significant
and continuous flow of innovativeideas that Professor Dawson

has provided and of

studiesachievedthrough many years in various domains of space plasma simulations.
Then. this review looks much

likea typical"coktail"offeredfor Professor Dawson's

birthdaythan likea systematicreviewof ailhis work developpedin thisdomain. We hope
that the reader willforgiveus for such choice and the "non-exhaustive"aspect of this
review.We hâve chosen to concentrateonly on a few important resultsthat Professor
Dawson has obtainedand/or which he has largely
contributedto,in orderto emphasize his
pioneeringwork in simulations of space plasma : moreover, several of thèse works
illustrate
a linkbetween fusionand
quitewellhis continuous effort
spent forestablishing
space communities.
The contentofthisreviewhas been structuredas follows :
1)Globalsimulationsof the time-dependentmagnetosphere
in space plasmas
simulationsof kineticinstabilities
2)Particle
simulationsof astrophysical
3) "Forays"in particle
plasmas
simulationsof nonlinearmagnetosonic waves and magnetosonic shocks
4) Particle
in space plasmas.
in a stronglymagnetized plasma
5)Simulationsof relativistic
particles
simulationson new architectures
of highlyparallel
6)Particle
supercomputers :an
to magnetosphericshocks
application
and conclusions,illustrating
the particularimportance of numerical simulationin the
domain ofspace plasma physics.willclosethisreview.
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E -

GLOBAL

Simulations

OF

THE

time-Dependent

MAGNETOSPHERE
As far as the earth'smagnetosphere is concerned, the lack of globalinformation
characteristicof laboratory experiments stems from the expérimental inabilityto
to solvethe nonlineartime
inability
"photograph"the magnetosphere and the theoretical
dépendent three-dimensional(3D) magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) and plasma équations
describingthe magnetosphere. Laboratory. and more appropriatelyhère, numerical
to go beyond what was once
simulationscan potentially
bridgethisgap and allowtheorists
referredto. by Roald Sagdeev, as the "Cartoon Approximation" in constructingglobal
with the solarwind.
models of the earth'sinteraction
In pointof fact.
circa1977, Prof.CharlesKennel came back to UCLA from the USSR
where he had occasionto discussresultsfrom laboratoryexperiments,performed by Prof.
of the solarwind with
Podgomy's group and which attempted to reproducethe interaction
Potanin, 1977) . Unexpectedly, thèse
the earth (e.g. Podgorny, Dubinin, Izraelevich,
magnetospheric topologydepending on
laboratoryexperimentswere showing a different
the solarwind AlfvenMach number MA. For MA �2.5.the classic
Dungey (1961)pictureof
the magnetosphere could be reproduced.but forMA à 10 the daysidereconnectionrégion
was moving to the polarcusps.Prof.Kennel then asked the séminalquestion:why not carry
out similarexperimentson the computer?.
It so happened

that we

had developed a one-of-a-kind particlemagneto-

hydrodynamic simulationcode (Leboeuf,
Tajima,Dawson. 1979)which we thought could be
readily modified to handle such situations.The firstmodel was two-and-one-half
dimensional (2-1/2D or two space and three velocities
dimensions)with the solarwind
modeled as a plasma stream in the x-y plane,carryingitsown northward or southward
magnetic fieldifdesired.Theearth was modeled by a dipolemagnetic fieldproduced by a
which were kept
pair of oppositelyflowingcurrents out of the plane in the z-direction,
MHD
In the particle
constantthroughoutthe time-dependentsimulations.

model, éléments

of the fluidsare treatedas finite
The particle
sizeparticles.
quantitiessuch as position.
mass and momentum

are advanced in a Lagrangian way while the magnetic fieldsare

calculatedin an Eulerianmanner. The positionof each jparticle
making up the fluidis
calculated
by :
drf/dt=^
-l/4rcVJ3BÏ
dVJ/dt = - l/p[ VP+1/8JÏVB2

(1)
(2)
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The plasma is modeled as an idéaltwo-dimensional(2-D) MHD

fluidwith an adiabatic

équationof stateso that
T/ny- 1 =constant

(3)

The densityisintum expressedas
(4)

n(rg)=Zf(r-rJ)
where f

a gaussian one.
isthe form factorof the particle,
typically
(r-r.)

are updated at the mesh pointsas follows
The magneticfields
àB/àt = V x

x B) + i]num V2B
(Vg

(5)

isdeflnedas
where the fluidvelocity vg
(6)

v"g(r)= Syrïfïr-rjj/lnr-rj)

The résistive
term rçnum Inthe magnetic fieldéquation(Eq.5) isof numerical origin
Lax scheme to integrate
the magnetic field
in
and isdue to the factthatwe use the diffusive
time. It gives riseto an effective
Lundquist number

of 10-20 for the magnetospheric

was
simulations discussed hère. This numerical resistivity
MHD
subséquent improvements to the particle

ail but eliminated in

model ( Brunel,Leboeuf.Tajima. Dawson,

Makino. Kamimura, 1981).Ittums out to be a blessinghère because itallowsfor easy
reconnectionof magnetic fieldUnes.
as itwas, the computer model yieldeda
Deceptivelysimple and highly résistive
wealthof .
at thattime unexpected.physicsresults(Leboeuf.
Tajima,Kennel.Dawson. 1978
an essentially
and 1979).In the absence of solarwind magnetic field.
closed "teardrop"
with the bow
magnetosphereisproduced.Appearance ofthe densitycompression associated
shock.ofthe densitymaximum

in the magnetosheath overthe polarcaps.the formationof

a low densitycavityin the downstream régionand the inhomogeneous high densityrégion
near and withinthe magnetopause are ailwithintheoretical
and in agreement
expectations
with

in-situ
observations.
More importantly,
the simulationsrevealthat the shock front.

with a time periodand scalelength
that
magnetosheath,and magnetopause were fluttering
could be explained by a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
generated at the shock, the
isnow generally
magnetopause or both.This prédiction
acceptedas an expérimentalfact.
With a steadysouthward solarwind magnetic field.
the first
questionthe computer
model answered by letting
the time-dependentsimulationsevolveto a quasi-steadystate
was thatthe classical
Dungey pictureof the reconnected,open magnetosphere with neutral
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Unes in the nose and tailpersistedforM » £ 10 .contraryto the laboratoryexperiments.
a teardroplikemagnetospheric
northward solarwind magnetic field.
With a steady-state
was produced with neutral Unesoverthe polarcusps.
configuration
Since the topology of the magnetosphere depended on the solar wind field
we postulated that a "substorm" was the time dépendent adjustment of
orientation,
magnetosperic topologyresultingfrom the sudden rotationof the upstream solarwind
A "substorm"would correspondto a southward rotation.
We then proceeded
magnetic field.
to exploitfullythe time-dependentnature of the simulationsand modelled a substorm as
the passage of a rotational
continuityover the magnetosphere which switchesthe solar
wind fieldfrom east-westto southward. Results from such a simulationare shown in
The
Figure 1.where magnetic fieldUnes are plottedin the x-y plane of the calculations.
to the geomagnetic
initial
solarwind magnetic fieldis everywhere uniform and parallel
equatorial
plane.At time t=0.the solarwind fieldsuddenly rotâtessouthward at x=0. The
thereafterpropagates inward along x at the speed of the fluid.
rotational
discontinuity
which has a fastMach number MF=2.5. In the top frame ofFigure 1,the discontinuity
has
reconnectionthere.In
approached the nose of the magnetosphere and apparentlyinitiated
ispassingoverthe polarcaps.Note thattail
the middle frame of Figure1.the discontinuity
and that a bubble ofclosedfluxhas formed downstream. In
reconnectionhas been initiated
the bottom frame of Figure 1. the discontinuity
has passed beyond the far edge of the
diagram.and the magnetosphere has arrivedat a Dungey configuration.
The most interesting
featuresof our time-dependentsimulationswere the prédiction
of the formationof a bubble of closed fluxwhich would propagate downstream during a
magnetospheric substorm. This prédictionwas dramaticallyconfirmed in 1984 by
observationswith the ISEE 3 spacecraftin the magnetotail 220 RE from earth, of
plasmoids. bodies of plasma and closed magnetic loops,passing that locationin clear
delayedresponseto substorms (Hones,Baker. Bame, Feldman. Gosling.Me Comas, Zwickl.
Slavin.Smith. Tsurutani.1984).
Our ability
to model the time dépendent magnetosphere in three dimensions was
low resolution,
computationalressources.Our necessarily
severelylimitedby the available
first
extension
attempt ( Leboeuf.Tajima,Kennel.Dawson. 1981) using a three-dimensional
of our particle
MHD

model did however demonstrate the feasibility
of such calculations.
It

was successfulin reproducingthe steady-state
Dungey topologyin three dimensions.It
revealedsome interesting
featureswhich were absent in our 2D simulations.
In particular.
it showed the formation of a compression zone downstream of the tailneutral Une.
was alsochanging with distance
probably bounded by wake shocks. whose cross-section
downstream.
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Thèse firstglobalsimulationsof the magnetosphere hâve been followedby many
has in factgrown intoa fieldof researchin its
othersat UCLA. and elsewhere.The activity
means of expérimentalobservations
own right.supplementing today'smore sophisticated
and more elaboratenonlineartheoretical
methodology.
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m -

particle

simulations

of klnetic

instabilities

in space

PLASMAS
of interpreting
One of the inhérentdifficulties
spacecraftobservationsrelatedto
istoo
distribution
functionsin space plasmas isthatthe time resolution
waves and particle
coarse to résolvethe much shortertime scalesoverwhich kineticinstabilities
might occur
in the particular
The ingenuityofthe theorist
isput to the
régionof space under scrutiny.
conditionswhat the nonlinear
testsinceone has to be ableto inferfrom postulatedinitial
saturatedstatesof the plasma might be, giventhatthe spacecrafts
probe the plasma in its
steady state.Thèse problems can however readilybe attacked by means of particle
simulations.

3.1. Heating

of cold electrons by odd

half-harmonic cyclotron waves

Such a challengewas presentedto us by what hâve come to be known as "odd halfSatellite
harmonic" électroncyclotronémissions since theirfrequency 0 - (n+1/2) co
fieldfluctuationsin the magnetosphere were showing intense
observationsof electric
at thèse frequenclesduring the diffuseaurorae ( Gurnett.Scarf.Fredricks.
oscillations
Smith. 1978).
Lineartheoryhad shown thata combinationof a weak losscône distribution
forhot
électrons( of plasma sheet origin)
and a Maxwellian distribution
forthe lessdense, cold
électronpopulation (ofionosphericorigin)was unstable to the growth of electrostatic
(o électroncyclotronwaves at frequencies
(n+1/2 )co
Two

saturation scénarios had also been advanced. The firstwas relyingon

résonance broadening to neutralize
the effectof the hot électronfreeenergy source.The
second was advocatingthatthe cold électrons
would be heated nonlinearly.
would change
the nature of the instability
from non-convectiveto convectiveand the waves would
saturateby propagatingout ofthe unstablerégion.
Our particle
simulationstudy of thèse cyclotronharmonie waves was undertaken
with two objectives
in mind; first
to déterminethe saturationmechanism and second,to see
ifthe cold électronscould be heated and ifso. by what mechanism ( Ashour-Abdalla,
Leboeuf.Dawson. Kennel,1980).
A standard 2-1/2D electrostatic
finite
sizeparticle
simulationcode was used. with
the électronsdescribedby particles
moving in the x-y plane under the actionof the Lorentz
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force and the ions constitutinga neutralizingbackground of charges. The particle
are :
équationsofmotion forthe électrons
dx/dt=vx
dy/dt=vy
dvV dt = - 1 e I /m ( E +v/c xBq)
with v =(vx
,v .v^
ofPoisson's
were supplementedby a solution
space
équationon a gridin (x,y)
V.E=-4«

lel
(ne-nd

number densityaccumulated in the same way as in Eq. 4 forthe particle
with the electronlc
MHD

code describedearlier.
known to be unstableto the growth of
The simulation
was startedwith a distribution

harmonie waves. The hot électrons
freeenergy source was taken to be a
électroncyclotron
in velocity
with ringvelocity
to the magnetic field
hot ringdistribution
space perpendicular
with MaxweUian
vb=5vt . Le fivetimes the thermal velocityof the hot électrons(
to the magnetic field).
The cold électronscomponent was chosen to
distribution
parallel
hâve a density 25% that of the hot électronsand a Maxwellian velocitydistribution
dimensions with température 100 times colderthan forthe
functionin ailthreevelocity
hot électrons.
The magnetic fieldstrengthwas chosen such that the ratioof électron
plasma frequencywas
cyclotron
frequencyto électron
co /co =0.3.
The many resultsfrom thèse simulationsare perhaps best illustrated
by Figure2.
where the locationof hot and cold particlesare plottedin the velocityspace
vz-v y
the
field
in
the
In
of
to
the
dense
x-direction.
the
frame
2.
perpendicular
top
magnetic
Figure
shown in red. and the dilutecold électrons( meant to be blue but
ring of hot électrons,
time.Between the top
visible
at the initial
appropriately
showing up as white)are clearly
and middle frame of Figure2, the wave energy increaseslinearly.
Time sériesanalysis
shows that two waves are growing with frequencies
of the cold
cûq -3/2 co . Heating
électrons,
givingriseto the expanding blue cloud, is apparent In the middle frame of
to detectany change at thatpointin the hot électrons
The
population.
Figure2. Itisdlfficult
waves saturateat that time and thereafter
The bottom frame of Figure 2
decay slighlty.
in the nonlinearsaturatedstate,with
shows the distribution
of magnetospheric électrons
the hot électrons
having lostsome of theirfreeenergy and the cold électronshaving been
heated further.
There isstill
slopeleftin the hot électrondistribution
enough of a positive
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functionforitto be unstableaccordingto lineartheory.indicatingthat growth is being
balancedby some nonlineardamping mechanism
The identification
of the heatingmechanism for the cold électronsand of the wave
saturation
mechanism led to some interesting
détective
work. Heating of the particles
can
resonatewith the waves. Initially,
the cold électronshâve a
only take placeifthe particles
thermal velocity
vTc - 0.1 vTe . and the smallestrésonant velocitywith the waves ( the
with V the component of the wavevector
cyclotronone) is vf =(co« 00
- ce)Ic/ = 1.
vT 5,
to the magnetic field,
so that the cold particles
do not immediatelyresonatewith
parallel
the waves.The following
scénariodoes however émerge. Initially
the cold électronsare set
into oscillations
(no température increase)in both the perpendicular and parallel
directions
fieldof the growing wave. When v, reaches a value such that
by the electric
résonancecan occur ( y^= 1.5vTe),then the cold températureshould increasein
cyclotron
the direction
The hot électronsdo not participate
in
perpendicularto the magnetic field.
thisinteraction
ofthe waves isaveragedout overtheirlargerLarmor radius.
sincethe effect
Carefultempératureand particle
orbitdiagnostics
actuallyconfirmed thispictureand the
calculatedwave amplitude needed to bring the cold électronsintorésonance did indeed
match the measured value of the electric
fieldin the simulation.We thereforeconcluded
thatthe nonlinearonsetofcyclotron
résonancewas the cause of saturationof the unstable
électron
harmonie waves and the cause ofthe heatingofthe coldparticles.
cyclotron

3.2.VelocitySpace ShellInstabilities
We appliedessentially
the same techniquesto a study of electrostatic
space
velocity
shellinstabûitles
in magnetized plasmas ( Sentman. Leboeuf.Katsouleas.Huff,Dawson.
1986).This work was motivated by satellite
observationswhich showed that dayside
detectedat low latitudessimultaneouslywith the
magnetospheric électrondistributions
occurenceof intenseupper hybrid (UHR) noisecould take the form ofhot shellsin velocity
space (Kurth,Frank,Ashour-Abdalla,Gurnett.Burek. 1980).While thèse are more stable
than ringdistributions,
additionof a colderbackground can render otherwisestableshell
distributions
unstableto cyclotron
waves.
Our particlesimulationmodel was identicalto the one used for studying ring
with a colderbackground, same forthe hot électrondistribution
distributions
which was
modeled as a shellinvelocity
space.We found thatboth résonantand nonresonant (Le.for
which k/= 0) instabilities
could occur.Saturationof the résonant instabilities
was caused
résonancewith the colderbackground ( as forthe ringdistributions
by nonlinearcyclotron
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We
simulated previously).

were
ultimatelyfound that the non-resonant instabilities

due to nonstochastic
cyclotronharmonie damping by the coldbackground.
saturating
While thèse simulations hâve intrinsicscientific
merit. the reason they are
It is mainly because in the search and in the
mentionned hère is somewhat different.
identification
of the saturationmechanism

for the nonresonant shellinstabilities,
we

stumbled acrossthe v x B detrappingmechanism (Dawson. Decyk. Huff.Jechart.
litterally
1983) which has had enormous
Katsouleas.Leboeuf.Lembege. Martinez.Ohsawa. Ratliff,
impact on otherworks at UCLA. Even though v x B detrappingturned out to be irrelevant
ofthe mechain the end forthe shellinstabilities
we were studying,a detailedInvestigation
nism in itsrelativistic
renditionsparked the inventionof the Surfatronconcept of laser
plasma accélérationby Katsouleas and Dawson
detrappingmechanism

of thevxB
(1983). Identification

as the dominant limitingfactorin wave amplitude (Lembège.

advances in the understanding
Ratliff,
Dawson. Ohsawa. 1983) has alsolead to significant
in Secs.V and VI.
shocks in space and astrophysical
plasmas as detailed
of magnetosonic
simulationtechniquesto space plasmas has been pursued
Applicationof particle
eversinceat UCLA. The work ishaving an ongoing impact in the interprétation
vigorously
of spacecraft observations and in predicting the outcome
perturbative
spacecraft
experiments.

of particular events or
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"Forays "

m

Particle

Simulations

of Astrophysical

PLASMAS
There is probably no other médium

in plasma physics where expérimental

iffeasibleat ail,than in astrophysical
of theoretical
ideas is more dlfflcult.
vérification
inventivenesscan be exertedfreelyand
where theoretical

plasmas. It is also a médium

where one'sIntuition
could be bestguided or confumed by numerical experiments.
waves. They are
in the early1980'sconcemed ultrarelativistic
One area of interest
in the sensé that the quivervelocity,
ultrarelativistic
imparted by theirelectromagnetic
farexceedsthe
ofrestmass
E oscillatlng
fleld
at frequency(o k/c to a particle
m 1 eE/mjco
c.Thèse waves are thoughtto occur in the outermagnetosphere ofpulsarsand
speed oflight
ithas alsobeen argued that theirmagnetospheres may be largelypositronic
plasmas.The
one since,forultrarelativistic
plasma can in any case be treatedas an électron-positron
waves, the Ion quivermomentum

between électronand ion rest
islargeand the différence

masses becomes insigniûcant.
theoretical
work had been limitedto using
For reasons of analytical
tractability.
nonlinearfluidéquationswhich only hâve a closedform when the plasma isassumed cold
waves (Kennel. Fujimura,Pellat,
1979).It
(zérotempérature)in the présenceof relativistic
ishowever unrealistic
to assume this,sincesuch strongwaves are expectedto cause highly
Itthus appeared to us that computer simulations
nonlinearwave-particleinteractions.
such problems, particularly
would provide a powerful toolto investigate
using particles
waves had yet been
since no time-dependent kineticanalysisof nonlinear relativistic
carriedout.
Our fullyself-consistent
particlecodes with relativistic
dynamics
electromagnetic
were readilyput to the task. Thèse types of particlesimulation models consistof the
particle
following
équations :
d

pj

/d t =

/cxBl
qjlE + Vj

with the momentum

relatedto the velocity
foreach jparticle
by

pi = Yi Mi Vi

�
(9)

=
Y.

(7)

(1 + Pi 2/ni, 2c2) 1/2

dr" / dt = v"
J
J
and fieldéquations

(10)

12

VxE =

-1/c aB/at

(11)

VxB=

1/c aE/at + 4?c/c J*

(12)

V. E

=

(13)

4rcp

V. B = 0

(14)

the unitésizeparticles
should undergo Lorentzcontraction.
To be trulyrelativistic,
as used in Eq. 4 forexample, a functionor velocity.
This would make the form factorfïr-rj),
This complicates the calculationsbut can be done if the particlesare not strongly
the Lorentz contractioncan become so large
Ifthey are stronglyrelativistic,
relativistic.
that the particlesize in the directionof motion becomes much

smaller than the grid

to the grid,on which the field
scheme of the particles
spacing.However, the interpolation
évaluationsare carriedout, automaticallyexpands the particleto a grid size,so true
To our knowledge,such corrections
hâve not yet been
contractionbeyond thisis possible.
the codes appear
includedin any calculations:
however,forstronglyrelativistic
situations,
togivereasonablyaccurateresults
agreeingwith theorywhere checks can be made.
waves in électron-positron
Our firstparticlesimulationwork on ultrarelativistic
plasmas was stimulatedby concurrentresearchin the beat wave laserplasma accelerator
localizedpuise of laserlight
scheme, an intense,spatially
concept.In this accélération
Implnglng on the plasma leavesbehind a wake of plasma waves which In tum accelerate
to énergiesestimatedto be in the GeV range (Tajimaand Dawson. 1979).In an
particles
électron-positron
plasma, the absence of charge séparationprecludesthe existenceof the
wake of plasma waves and the accélérationmechanism, ifprésent,would hâve to be
différent.
Our simulationsof the propagationof a linearly
polarizedultrarelativistic
puise
in positronicplasmas (Ashour-Abdalla,Leboeuf, Tajima. Dawson, Kennel, 1980) were
and electromagnetic
fielddirections
performed in one space dimension but threevelocitles
can still
be acceleratedto very high énergies.
or 1-2/2 D. They show that particles
The
wave energyisconvertedto particle
accélération
stopswhen the bulk of the
energy,with the
maximum

momenta achievedscalingas the square ofthe wave amplitude.The puiseleaves

behind as a wake a vacuum régionwhose lengthscalesas the amplitude of the wave. The
resultscan be quantitatively
explainedby a simple snow plow or pistonlikeactionof the
radiationon the plasma, thereforeconfinningthe applicability
of particle
simulationsto
ultrarelativistic
situations.
The second applicationconcemed

the existenceof a nonlinear sawtooth wave

outcome in steady-state
of the
solution,
predictedby nonlinearfluidtheoryto be the likely
interaction
of ultrarelativistic
waves with overdense électron-positron
plasmas (Kennel,
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1979).The followlng
simpleargument leadsone to expecta sawtoothwave
Fujimura,Pellat.
in steadystate:forrelativistic
amplitudes,the currentdensityis a square wave. which by
of Ampere's law givesriseto a triangularor sawtooth-shaped magnetic field.
integration
extended
The same code as was used for puises can be appliedto such initial,
spatially
waveforms.An électron-positron
températures,cold or warm, is
plasma with equal initial
momenta are
and magnetic fieldsand particle
transverseelectric
considered.The initial
evolves
The input waveform is a sawtooth.The wave thereafter
chosen self-consistently.
in space and time.The simulationsshow that the initial
sawtooth,the
self-consistently
nonlinearsolutionof the fluidéquations,is destroyedin roughly one wave period and
This
evolvesintoan unsteady wave modulated by spikydensityand currentperturbations.
accélération
in the direction
is alsotrue for a sinusoidalinput waveform. Intenseparticle
of propagationtakes place,Intenseplasma heatingis observed,and the System reachesa
stateconsistingof a heated forward propagating plasma contalninga
quasi-stationary
isdisplayedin Figure3 where the top
complex wave spectrum.A snapshot in thisévolution
in the x component of the particle
momenta. The
shows forward accélération
frame clearly
in the y component of the momenta and
sawtooth wave shape isbarelyrecognizable
initial
in the z component of the transversemagnetic field.
As prelimlnaryas they might hâve been. the ultrarelativistic
puise and sawtooth
wave energywas rapidlyconvertedto ultrarelativistic
simulationsshowed that the original
particlesand waves. While puises might be observable from the radiationof their
in the pulsarenvironment or during starcollapseto a neutralstaror
accelerated
particles
black hole,itseems likelythat a singlewave of immense amplitude willnot existlong
enough to be observable.
simulationtechniquesto astrophysical
situations
Applicationof particle
clearly
deservesto be pursued further.
As limitedas our attemptshâve been, the work ishowever
the interprétation
of récentresultsshowtng accélération
of électrons
and
provinguseful in
ionsto relativistic
énergiesby largeamplitude,steepeningmagnetosonicwaves (Sec.VI).
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V -

SIMULATIONS

PARTICLE
WAVES

AND

MAGNETOSONIC

MAGNETOSONIC

OF NONLINEAR
SHOCKS

1N SPACE

5.1. Particles acceleration and heating by low frequency

PLASMAS
waves

�co�coih).
(COci

ofthisstudy (Initially
One of the main applications
developpedforfusionpurpose)to
magnetospheric physics consists In establishinga possiblecorrélationbetween the
function simultaneoustly
présence of ULF waves and of high energy Ion distribution
observedon board of GEOS satellite
(Gendrin,1985).Letus remind thatGEOS has been the
on which a sensitive
first
three-componentULF antenna has been operatingin a
spacecraft
Hz
waveform mode In the whole frequencyrange from -0.1

to 10 Hz i.e.
above and below the

In particular,
two corrélations
= 1 Hz at the geostationary
orbit).
proton frequency fci(fci
hâve been found,as reportedin Gendrin'sreview(1985) :
shows a
(a) during some magnetosphericwave events,the energetic
proton distribution
structureIn which therelsa fluxmaximum

both at a certainenergy(ofthe orderof 10

can be roughly
kev)and at 90° pitchangle(Perrautet al,1982).Such a distribution
coldproton distribution
modeled by a ringof energetic
protonsto which an isotropie
isadded.The frequencyIncreasewhich occurs duringthe émissionlsprobablydue to
of the ringlikedistribution,
the wave propagatingoutward to
the inward diffusion
with the factthe émissionstartsat the local
This could be consistent
the spacecraft.
proton gyrofrequencyprovidedthat itcould be demonstrated that such waves can
propagateonly towards regionsoflowergyrofrequencies,
with
(b) Korth et al.(1983, 1984) hâve alsoobserved magnetosonlc mawes (assoclated
wlde band Impulsivenoise)in conjunctionwith displacementsof energeticproton
boundarles.The radialgradientIn the energetic
isdeterminedby
protondistribution
the largeEast-West asymmetry observed during one spin period ;
Itscharacteristic
ptfor -20 keV protons.
lengthlsofthe orderofa few gyradil
In short,magnetosonlc waves are oftenoberved In the equatorlalmagnetosphere,
though theirlntensityis usuallynot large(�0.3 nT).Since they are generatednear the
proton gyrofrequencythey could resonatewith the thermal plasma providedthey hâve a
small but flnlte
wave number. Therefore,
parallel
they could be at the originof the heating
of the thermal plasma of ionosphericorlginto a few eV as isoftenobserved(Décréauet al,
1982).
In order to establishthe possiblecorrélation
between ion ring distribution
and
code (forboth électrons
magnetospheric waves, a 1-2/2D fullyelectromagnetic,
particle
and Ions)has been used. where a magnetosonlcwave lsgeneratedby applyingan external
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= jo sin (ortkx)
- duringthe whole time lengthof the run and within
(non plasma)current joy
box (Lembègeetal,1983 ;Lembege and Dawson. 1986).
the whole simulation
The frequencycoand the wave-number k ofthe wave are chosen withinthe frequency
�co�colh,
where coihis the lower hybrid frequency.The nonlinearlevelof the
range (ûci
1.Two cases may be
pump wave is determined by the chosen value of the amplitude I j0
due to the quitedifferent
differenclated
accordingto the
dynamics of Ions and électrons,
propagationangle 8 = (k ,Bo )between the wave vectorand the magnetostaticfield:

5.1.1.perpendicularpropagation(8= 90°)
fieldÈl, grows
Numerical resultshâve shown that a longitudinalelectrostatic
and
space charge effects),
duringthe buildup phase of thewave (due to the self-consistent
itsshape so that many higher harmonies
attainsa nonlinearlevelwhich stronglydistorts
are produced. Ions are acceleratedby this fieldand become trapped as soon as this
ions reach the phase
of some accelerated
accélération
is largeenough so that the velocity
of the wave (vxt
appear in
velocity
= v^, as evidencedin Figure4 ;trappingloopsclearly
Vijoc
This ion trappinghas variousconséquences :
Figure4(1).
and electromagnetic
(1) itenhances the wave overtakingin both electrostatic
components (thewave crestsovertaking
the wave troughs),
(ii) itproduces a largewave damping
(iii)while trapped,ions sufferan importantE x B driftparallelto the wave front (y
which becomes largeenough so that the detrapping force q( v x
direction)

B )

balances the trappingforceqE ; detrappedions are ejectedon a largeLarmor orbit
withinthe plane perpendicular
to Bo and form a ringdistribution.
isthe sourceof
mechanism ."accélération
(iv) thisglobal 3-steps
trapping
detrapping",
an importantion heatingperpendicularto Bo :the energytransferfrom the wave to
the particles
iswell illustrated
large
by the factthe ion heatingbecomes particularly
at the time the magnetosonic wave (bothelectrostatic
and electromagnetic
components respectively
named E� and Ety, ,Btz) saturâtesbecause of the nonlinear
damping (Figure5).In contrast,électronsonly suffera poor heating by adiabatic
compressionas seen in Figure4.
The formationof the ion ringisclearly
evidencedin the 2D projection
( pxi.Pyl) of
the 3-D plotofFigure6 representing
field
theIon phase space (pxi pyi
Bo is
x) ; the static
, .
along z. The resultingion heating is relatedto the well cohérent motion of ions (nonstochastic
Numerical resultsshow
heating)whilethey gyratealong the largeLarmor orbit.
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thatthisoverall
mechanism is still
efficient
forany wave frequencya»withinthe range (oci
�a��
ooih(withoutany résonance constraintas cû= nwci or co= conJ,provideda sufflcient
ofthe wave isreached.Such resultsemphasize thatIon ringcan easilyresuitfrom
lntensity
an interaction
of magnetosonic wave with an ambiant plasma. However, expérimental
resultsobtainedfrom GEOS

hâve stressedthat possiblesources of magnetosonic waves

could be the ion ring distribution
itself
(or steep radialgradientsin the hot particle
as noted by Gendrin (1985).Then. one can wonder ifthe resultingion ring
distribution)
observed in the numerical simulationscan lead to a "feedback" effectby relaxationand
an open question
maintain a certainlevelof magnetosonic wave. This furtherpointisstill
sincethismechanism could not be observedin the présentresultsobtainedwith a 1-2/2 D
code (Le.1D realspace) further
simulationusing2-1/2 D code (Le.2D realspace) would be
:
and the new mechanisms of
necessaryto study the conséquences ofthe Ion ringrelaxation
relatedto the additional
dimension in the realspace.
energydissipation

5.1.2.Oblique propagation(90°�9 �45°)
The next step was of course to détermine the efficiency
of the mechanism quoted
above when 0 départsfrom 90".Slmilarplasma conditionshâve been used with the same
simulation code (1-2/2 D) in order to study the interactionof a "pseudo-oblique"
magnetosonic wave with the ambiant plasma (Lembège and Dawson. 1984a).The overall
mechanisms may be summarized in terms oftwo new results :
(1) a strong ion heating and accélération
perpendicularto Bo stillpersistwithin an
angularrange 90° �9 �Oti,where Ou isa critical
anglebelow which the ion dynamics
; was found tovaryas K/2 -Vme/mi
drops toverylow level eu
take placefor8 below a second critical
(11) an intenseélectronheatingand accélération
angle0te(Figure7).Such particles
dynamics may be explainedboth by the dispersion
Indeed,both the phase velocity
propertiesand by geometricaleffects.
v,^ and the
definedfor a given wave number increasewhen 8 decreases :this
group velocity
makes the ion trappingconditions(vxi= v�x)more stringentthan for 8 = 90° and
impliesstrongerion heatingIfionsare trapped.For 8 S 8tiIon
, trappingcannot take
place any more and resultingion heating drops to very low values.However, the
situation
dlffers
forthe électrons as
; 8 decreases,the phase velocity
largely
parallel
to 80, » v$//.
for8 = 90°)decreaseswhilea smallbut fïnite
(whichisInfinité
component
fieldbuilds up. This resultsin appropriateconditionsfor
Ei//ofthe electrostatic
électronsaccélération
to 80 and furthertrapping.
For 8 �8te.more and more
parallel
électrons
as 8 decreases(v�//
beginto be trapped,and some électron
heatingincreases
also decreases,which makes easierélectrontrapping),
at the expense of the wave
amplitudewhich suffersan importantadditional
damping. Then, the électronsto a
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largeextentshort out the Elx fieldwhich, combined with the increasingvcpx(more
difficult
ion trapping)and an increasingEj//(easierélectrontrapping).means that
ion trappingisno longerpossiblebelow the critical
. a conséquence,three
angleOti As
régimes may be definedaccordingthe angle 8 (Figure7) :the main part of the wave
and ions for
, to ionsfor8 around 90°, (b) to both électrons
energy istransferred (a)
to B 0 since
parallel
8te�6 �au (witha particularly
largeenergytransferto électrons
Tze » Ixe ,
(isotropic
heatingsinceTxe s Tye = Tze)for8
Tyd and (c)onlyto électrons
�Oti.In particular,
an ion ringdistribution
persistsas long as a certainnumber of
ionssucceedtobe trappedand detrappedatlatertimeswithin90° �9 �8u.
accelerated
mechanisms discussed hère apply to a broad
Itis of interestthat the dissipation
« co�coe,
where
résonance isinvolved(coci
range of frequencieswhen again no particular
Thèse mechanisms
cases 8 = 90° and 8 = 0°respectively).
©e = colhand ©ce forthe particular
can be involvedto heat plasmas in many space phenomena (orin fusionSystems) ;either
ionsor électrons
or both can be heated.

5.2.

Magnetosonlc

shock

A considérableamount of both expérimental and numerical studies hâve been
on the terrestrial
bow shock located
developped on magnetospheric shocks, in particular
upstream ofthe magnetopause, as evidencedin previousreviewsand monographs (Tidman
and Krall,1971 ;Biskamp, 1973 :Sagdeev, 1979 ;Kennel et al.,1985 :Goodrich, 1985 :
effort
has been largely
Quest, 1985 ;Papadopoulos,1985 :Burgess,1987).This considérable
motivated by the large amount of rich expérimental data gathered on board of ISEE
satellites.
Since previousanalysishâve shown that shock behaviorwas mainly dominated
has been based on the use of hybrid
by ion dynamics, a largepart of the numerical effort
codes (électronsmassless
:particles)
and has led to a net improvement in the
:
fluid ions
;
understandingof the shock physics.Such codes are characterized
by the factthat électron
the correspondingspace and time scales)are neglectedand the anomalous
dynamics (i.e.
is included by a phenomenocurrent instabilities)
resistivity
(generatedby cross-field
adhoc parameter couplingthe électronfluidéquationsand the ion particles
pusher
logical
Such a procédure allowsto followthe shock dynamics over long ion time
(Lorentzforce).
scalesand includinglargeion space scale,without followingthe électronsdynamics in
détails
leadsto
:
(Leroyand al,1981. 1982: Winske and Leroy.1984, Quest: 1986, 1989) this
an importantsavingof computationalcost.
ProfessorDawson

was particularly
in studyingthe shock dynamics but
interested

code.In collaboration
with Lembège, he startedto study shocks in
by using a fullyparticle
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fieldismainly dictatedby space charge effects
where the electrostatic
conditions
/ ©ce
(rope
£ 1) which is in contrastwith the use of hybrid codes includingthe quasi-neutrality
condition(approximationvalidfor wpe / ©ce »1). This point was of importance, since
defïnedby MA� MA* and MA �
shocks which are respectively
subcritical
and supercritical
Ma*,

(where MA*

Mach number) can be mainly characterizedby
is the firstcritical

How viscous dissipation
varies
and viscous dissipationrespectively.
important résistive
untilmid 80's :in other words, since viscous
from high to low MA was not clarifled
one can wonder how the amplitude of
isstronglyassoclatedwith ion reflection,
dissipation
the electrostatic
evolvesfor
fieldat the shock front(which isresponsibleforthisreflection)
varyingMA. Such a questionalsoleads to the necessityforcomparing the shock features
fieldls strictly
and the associatedparticle
self
dynamics, in cases where the electrostatic
consistent(particle
code) or is imposed by Ne = Ni condition (hybrid code). Another
of an oblique magnetosonic
motivationwas to détermine carefullythe characterictics
shock (90°�9 �45°)where the électronsdynamics (inparticular
to B0), isexpected
parallel
to playan importantrôle(Feldman, 1985).
Numerical studies of shocks based on the use of 1-2/2D

fully particle,

code hâve startedat UCLA in 1984 (Lembège and Dawson , 1984b).As a first
electromagnetic
step,dynamics of magnetosonic shocks and of both associatedparticle
species(électrons
of propagationperpendicularto Bo
and ions)hâve been studiedin détailsfora direction
(Lembège and Dawson, 1987a).Main numerical resultsobtainedforvariousrégimes of the
shock may be summarized as follows :
shock (MA �MA;, an importantnumber of uptream ionsbehave in
(i) fora supercritical
a way similar to that quoted in Sec. V. and

suffer a "3-steps mechanism"

at the shock front,which plays the rôle of an
(acceleration-trapping-detrapping)
electrostatic
as wellas a magnetic barrier analogous
ion dynamics isalsoobserved
:
at the overshootsof the downtream trailing
wavetrainwhere the localelectric
fleld
can be large enough to triggersome ion trapping.This interprétation
of the ion
with respectto
dynamics through the shock frontis not only a semantic différence
the ion réflexionmechanism

commonly

referredin previous studies ;rather,it

offersthe possibility
for determiningcarefully
the résonant interaction
range At =
tdt,i tu- (between ion detrappingand trappingtimes),and then can be used as a
support for determiningthe correspondinglocalwave damping and for a possible
confrontationwith analytical
calculations.
Reflected
ions describevery largeLarmor orbitsand form a ringdistributiona large
;
rapld non-stochasticion heatingresultsfrom thision gyration.This heatingis the
main source of viscous dissipationand is responsiblefor large flelddamping.
Reflectedions accumulate in frontof the shock during theirlargegyrationbefore
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they get enough energy to be able to cross the shock frontand propagate in the
downstream région.This continuous accumulation leads to the formationof a foot
which. in the présent case.can largelygrow in time and reach the levelof the first
magnetic overshoot ;then, it plays the rôle of a new front (Figure 8). While
similarto that already
propagating,the shock front develops a self-reformation
observed by Biskamp

mechanism
and Welter (1972).This self-reformation

not

In summary,
a subjectof controverse.
evidencedin the hybrid simulationsis still
of
threeIon distributions
can be distinguished(Figure9) :a Maxwelliandistribution
the uptream ions (peak Pi of the unperturbed plasma),a driftedMaxwellian distribution of the dlrectly
transmittedIons (which succeed to pass freelythrough the
of the reflected
ions.At the end
shock and form the peak P2),and a ringdistribution
ofa self-reformation
cycle,a new ion ringstartsbuildingup as evidencedin Figure9.
In contrast,électronspoorlyinteractwith the electrostatic
fleldsincevthi« vthe �
time ï = 0 :they only suffera weak adiabaticcompression effect
mainly at the
v� at
locations
where the ion densitybecomes largei.e.
mainly at the foot(arrow0, at the
shock ramp and at the overshootsofthe downstream wavetrain(Figure10) .
shock (MA �MA j, the situationdiffers
(il) fora subcritical
completely the
: densityof
value leadingto a broad ion distribuions drops to a low (butfïnite)
trapped-reflected
tion function with a weak tail(insteadof a ion ring).A weak adiabaticbulk ion
The self-reformation
ofthe shock does not take placeclearly.
Indeed,
heatingresults.
sincethe amplitude of thefootismuch weaker (lessreflected
itsvelocity
isalso
ions),
weaker. Then, the footcannot separate clearlyin time from the frontitself
which
overtakesit.In summary, the transition
between high and low Mach régimes takes
ofone critical
value MA j,through which
placethrough a certainrange ofMA (instead
viscousdissipation
(and associatedperpendicularion heating)drops from strongto
weak values.
Ailthe shocks characteristics
quoted above hâve been obtainedforstrictly
perpendicularpropagation.An extensivestudy has been performed for obliquecases within the
range (90°�0 �45°).In such cases,the électron
dynamics may be importantsincethe shock
electric
fields
in the direction
of propagation(alongthe normal n to the wave front)hâve a
as wellas the ions
component along the magnetic field
E// = En cos 0,allowingthe électrons
to be accelerated
fields
(Feldman,1975 ;Lembège and Dawson, 1987b).
by thèselargeelectric
As a conséquence, a fluidtreatment of électronsmay be inadéquate.Main simulation
resultsincludinga kinetictreatmentof électrons
may be summarized as follows :
of magneto(a) critical
angles 8Ce and 8ci similarto those definedfor the interaction
sonicwaves with an ambiant plasma (sect.
hâve been recovered.
Electronheating
V. 1)
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and accélération
largealong â 0 are observed for9 �0ce,whilethose for
particularly
the ionsare strongwithinthe plane (±1 ,±2) perpendicularto igo.Perpendicularion
trapping.and conséquent heating,dominâtes when 0 isaround 90° (90°�8 �8u),and
in contrast.électrontrappingls dominant for
is mainly locatedat the shock front ;
smaller angles and takes place both at the shock front and in the downstream
wavetrain (Figure11).Detrapping of ions reflected
by the shock frontlimits
trailing
fieldÊ lx and restrictstheir
their résonant interactionwith the electrostatic
to the shock frontduring theirtrapping.In
accélération
along the directionparallel
to B 0and do not sufferany detrapping ;
contrast.électronsprimarilymove parallel
they largelyovershoot the parallelmomentum

of the shock. Then. an important

and can be largeenough to induce
électroncurrentJ ezresultsalong the z direction
for 8 = 90°) as
new electromagnetic
; a
component Bty and Etz (which are negligible
when 8 = 90° and 9. = (Bax,0. Bqz)for0 90°.
reference,
B0 isalongz direction
fb) the électronaccélération
along B (and

the resultingplasma current )can be large

enough to generate a whistlerprecursor which escape ahead of the shock front
provided that 8 déviâtesfrom 90° below a certainvalue :in otherwords, the shock
frontplays the rôleof an antenna and évacuâtes the forward propagatingwaves by
radiationfrom the locationwhere they are generated (Figure 12).The dispersion
show that low and high wavenumbers definedfora givenangle8 �0cecorproperties
respond respectivelyto forward and backward

propagating waves : they are

at the originof a precursorand a trailing
wavetrain(Tldman and Krall.
respectively
1971).
(c) When 0 �ace, our numerical resultshâve shown, forthe ûrsttime to our knowledge.
that a double layerpatternforms at the shock frontand plays an importantrôlein
the shock dynamics (Lembège and Dawson. 1989a).Indeed.narrow trappingloopsof
to B0. In contrastwith ions.thèse energetic
energeticélectronstake place parallel
to the fieldfluctuations
électronsare very sensitive
due to theirlightmass. Hence,
the narrow wldth Axie of theirtrappingloops.Numerical resultshâve indicatedthat
to B0, as seen inthe profile
Axie « Axii.which isthe originofa double layerparallel
of Ejx (Figure12) :
to
Axu is the wide trappingloop of ions also accelerated
parallel
Bo. Moreover, électronsare stronglyacceleratedthrough this "self-maintained"
double layerand are scatteredoffby ion and magnetic fluctuations
behind the shock.
The potentialdrop at the frontis requiredto slow down the ions,and the électrons
must alsorespond to thisjump. In summary. forthe ionsthe processesare more or
less limitedto the directionperpendiculartoB0, while for électronsaccélération
to B and
parallel

perpendiculartake place.
scattering
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When detailed
dynamics of both électronsand ions need to be lncluded,long numericalruns coveringa few (oci-1
can become very costlyon "standard"supercomputers.Very
early.ProfessorDawson has pointed out thisproblem and has encouraged a few of us to
on the new promising architectures
ofhighry
In numerical applications
engage some efforts
parallelsupercomputers. Topic of oblique shocks representsa typicalexample for large
computational needs and has been recentlyselectedin this purpose, as described in
Sect.VII.
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VI -

SIMULATIONS

OF RELATIVISTIC

MAGNETIZED

PLASMA

PARTICLES

1N A STRONGLY

Accélérationof both électronsand ions to relativistic
energy by large amplitude
in the case of a stronglymagnetized plasma.
magnetosonic waves has been investigated
in the domain of solarphysics as well as in
Such a study may hâve variousapplications
waves may occur during solarflares
Indeed,high amplitude electromagnetic
astrophysics.
events or in the outer magnetospheres of pulsars. In the case of solarphysics,direct
observationsin soft-rays(Howard and Svestka, 1977) of interconnectingcoronal loops
suggestthatloopcoalescencemay be a very importantprocessforenergyreleasein the solar
forimpulsive
corona.Itwas suggested (Tajimaet al..1982) that the most likely
instability
energy releasein solarflaresis the coalescenceinstability
(Tajima.1982 :Brunel et al.,
observational
and
1982).Tajima et al.(private
communication) hâve examined the existing
theoretical
resultstogetherwith a globalenergytransfer
model and hâve concluded thatthe
merging of two currentcarryingsolarloopscan explainmany of the known characteristics
of solarflares,
such as theirimpulsivenature,heating and high energy particleaccéléof electromagnetic
émission as well as the characteristics
of
ration,amplitude oscillations
In particular,
microwave émission obtainedduring a flare.
Itwas noted thatthe présenceof
flowsduring the course of the instability
fïeldsand super-Alfvenic
strong electric
play an
the relationship
important rôle in the production of non-thermal particles however,
;
between both events and the mechanisms involvedin the wave-particleinteractions
are
still
sources of open questions.As mentionned in Sect.IV,numerical simulationrevealsto
be a very powerfultoolto approach thisproblem.
In complément to studiesquoted in Secs. IV and V. an extensivestudy has been
and heatingof a very low 3 plasma by a stronglynonlinear
performed on the accélération
magnetosonicwave (Lembège and Dawon. 1989b).Such a model has two advantages :(U to
followhow a nonlinear wave (sinusoïdal
at time t=0. i.e.with a very narrow spectrum
centeredaround a wave number ko)may steepenintoa shock profile
(verylargek-spectrum)
in a stronglymagnetized plasma ; (il)
to followIn détailshow both électronsand ions
reach a relativistic
For so doing,a 1-2/2D fullyelectrorégime forhigh values of coce/cope.
code similarto that described in Sec. IV has been used,
relativistic
magnetic particles,
where the magnetosonic wave isexcitedby an extemal currentwith a phase velocity
ve = vA
= 0.5c,where va and c are respectively
the Alfvenvelocity
and the lightvelocity the
: wave
for
frequency © = 0.14 while gyrofrequenciesare ©ce = 3 and ©ci = 0.166 respectively
électronsand ions.
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In a ûrstapproach,the study has been restricted
to a perpendicularpropagation(k
J.Bo). In such a case ,both particle
exhibita very richdynamics and an
speciesand fields
which may be summarized as follow :
hlghlynonlinearinteraction
(a) sincewe hâve ve » vthe,électronsare stronglyacceleratedby the largeelectrostatic
fieldand can reach relativistic
relatively
shortlybecause of theirlightmass.
velocity
Indeed,at largeamplitudethe wave requiresverylargetransversecurrentswhich are
can requireélectronvelocities
carriedby the électrons(E x B drift)thèse
:
greater
than v� in
When thishappens. a strong
become relativistic.
which case the électrons
from the non-relativistic
électronheatingresults.
This featuregreatlydiffers
case (v�
of
where électronsonly exhibiteda weak adiabaticcompression heating(refs.
= vthe)

sec. IV. 1).
untilthey become trapped.
(b) Both fields
Efcand Ety contributeto the ionsaccélération
and detrapped at later
.
we are in a stronglymagnetized
timesby the E x B drift Since
plasma, the width of the trappingloop 15verynarrow :ions are very energizedby the
E x B driftand succeed to reach a relativistic
régime. Instead of forming a well
collimatedringwithinthe plane perpendicular
to B0. as in the non-relativistic
case,
circle(c = 10) .In
detrapped ions largelydiffusewithin a largearea of the "light"
cos co disverifiedbut
at earlytimes the relation
; during the buildup phase
addition,
of the wave, the Bz fieldincreasesand cobecomes locallyless than ©ci at the wave
maxima. At latertimes.relativistic
effects
become Important (therelativistic
factor
= qB / mi 71 decreases
and correctedion gyrofrequency(coC1
and forces
Ylincreases),
)
to recoverthe résonance condition© = ©ci.Then. a very large ion heating results
to Bo by thèsetwo mechanisms : a largeion "diffuse"
perpendicular
gyromotionand a
"corrected"
leadto an importantwave damping.
gyroresonance.Both effects
(c)

Nonlinear effectsand a phase shiftbetween E� and Èty fieldsare of central
Importance ;amplitude variationsof thèse both fieldsstronglyaffectthe dynamics
of both électronsand ions but by a different
way. Wave steepening appears with
sinusoïdal
particletrapping and becomes noticeableafterit :then. the initial
waveform evolvesintoa sawtooth.A ramp buildsup in the wave profile
similarto a
shock :a largenumber of higher harmonies are generated in both electromagnetic
and electrostatic
time to
components. A new event has been evidenced,forthe first
our knowledge,at latertimes of the run :solitary
électronwaveletsare emittedfrom
the ramp, and may be explained as resultingfrom a balance between the wave
Indeed.the relativistic
steepeningand dispersioneffects.
régime observed at later
times ismainly characterized
of particles
densitiesand of plasma
by spiky profiles
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increasesthe
currents :ion trappingobserved in the relativistic
régime drastically
wave steepeningand hence the number ofhigherharmonies. Low k-modes mark one
each otherby propagatingat a velocity
which is dépendant on itsamplitude.When
with an amplitude largeenough, they can easilypass the phase velocity
triggered
v�j,
ofthe inputwave. Indeed the location
ofthe ramp isassociated
with a very largelocal
Bz (much largerthan BQ) and the localAlfvenvelocity
may overcome vo (VA at =
0).The high k-modes propagatingmore slowly(sincedco/dk �0 for8 = 90°),laythe
main waveform and promote the wavelets séparation.Différentsolitarywavelets
theirpropagation,they
pass each other accordingto theirrelative
velocity during
:
accelerate
électrons
which largelydiffusewithin the "light"
circle(Figure14).
locally
This overallmechanism is the originof a noticeableélectronheating,which largely
increasesbut stayslessthan ion heating(Te « Ti).
of
(d) an extended parametricstudy was necessary in orderto détermine the efficiency
thismechanism accordingto the wave amplitude.Numerical resultshâve stressed
two possiblerégimes :for"small"wave amplitude,Te «Ti, whileTe » Ti,for"large"
wave amplitude. The second régime corresponds to the formation of highly
relativistic
particlesand may be explained as follows :the wave steepening is
reinforced
because of the initial larger
modes
amplitude.Le. higherfrequencies(oosV
are excited.On the other hand, the électronrelativistic
factorYe becomes so large
that the correctedgyrofrequency©ce drastically
decreasesuntilbeing of the orderof
max
the maximum frequency6)
where subscript"st"holds as steepening.
When this
,
happens, a very importantélectronheatingsetsin by this"corrected"
gyroresonance
and leadsto a strongincreaseofthe températureTe.
Such resultshâve been obtainedfora finite
"unrealistic"
mass ratio(mj/me = 50) in
orderto save computer time and to followthe dynamics of both particle
speciesover a few
ion gyroperiods.
The striking
featureisthe particular
of the mechanism as soon
efficiency
as ittakes place.For largeamplitude of the wave. the dynamics of ions nearlyapproaches
that of électrons(a part of them gyrateand accumulate very nearlythe "light"
circle
itself).
Thèse resultsillustrate
how a sinusoïdal
waveform (hèrea magnetosonic wave) propagating
within an electron-ion
highlymagnetized plasma tends towards the featuresof a relativistic
wave propagatingwithinan électron-positron
plasma.
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PARTICLE

PARALLEL

ON

SIMULATIONS

COMPUTERS :

AN

NEW

APPLICATION

ARCHITECTURES

OF HIGHLY

TO A MAGNETOSPHERIC

SHOCK
In the near future,parallelcomputers with terraflopperformance will become
available.
The use of thèse machines willrevolutionize
computer simulations in many
domains and in particularin studies of space plasma phenomena. Recently,Professor
with LieweriDecyk and Lembège, has used the 64-node Mark nifp
Dawson, in collaboration
hypercube parallelsupercomputer to study électrondynamics in oblique magnetosonic
shocks.The use of the parallel
computers has allowedthèse shock studiesto be extended
intonew parameter régimes which were previouslycomputationallyprohibitive
(Lieweret
al.1991).
The foundations for thèse shocks studies on parallelcomputers was laid by
Professor
Dawson in about 1987 when he encouraged V. Decyk and P. Liewerto tmplement a
1-D electrostatic
code on the 32-node Mark IIIhypercube parallelcomputer, then under
construction at JPL. The 32-node Mark

III,a predecessor of the Mark

below Cray speed. However, ProfessorDawson
significantly

IIIfp.was

recognized the potentialof

thèse parallel
were of the opinion
computers at a time when most computationalphysicists
thatparallel
to program to everbe useful.
computers were too difficult
The récent concurrent simulationsfocused on the study of électrondynamics in
to the
quasi-perpendicular
obliqueshocks, e.g..shocks with a propagationangle relative
shock normal inthe range 7C/2 �9Bn �Ir/4.Such shocks are characterized
...Jme/mi
by a
standing whistlerwavetrainpreceding the shock (Tidman and Krall.1971).Itwas found
that linearand nonlinearinteraction
of the électronswith the precursor wave played an
importantrôlein thèse shocks.As mentionned in Sec.V.2.to study électronkineticeffects
in shocks over long time scales.it is necessary to followboth the ion and électron
dynamics, making such codes much

more computationallyintensivethan hybrid code

(fluid
electrons-kinetic
The studieswere carriedout on the 64-processorCaltech/JPL
ions).
Mark Illfp
hypercube concurrentsupercomputer which providedthe computationalpower
to run thisfullparticle
code with realistic
mass ratios(mi/me = 1600) and extend the earlier
studiesof électronkineticeffects
on shocks (Lembège and Dawson, 1987b, 1989a) intonew
parameter régimes.
Weak quasi-perpendicular
oblique shocks hâve been observed in the Earth'sbow
shock under low p conditions(Greenstadt et al..1975 ; Fairfleld
and Feldman, 1975 ;
Mellottand Greenstadt,1984).Detalledstudiesof such shocks by Mellottand Greenstadt
(1984).using data from the ISEE 1 and 2 dual spacecraft
mission,showed thatthe widths of
thèse low Mach number laminar shocks scaled with the ion inertial
length (c/copdas
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for dispersiveshocks ;no additionaldissipationfrom cross-fleld
expected theoretically
was necessaryto explainthe measured widths.
streaminginstabilities
Both expérimental(Feldman, 1975).and numerical studies(Lembège and Dawson,
1987b, 1989a) hâve emphasized that électronsmay be acceleratedalong 80 in quasiperpendicularobliqueshocks under the effectof the parallelcomponent of largeelectric
fields.
Analysisof ISEE 1 and 2 weak obliqueshocks by Gary and Mellott(1985)indicated
that électrondamping of the whistlerprecursorwavetrainwas Important ;
a self-consistent
treatmentof électrons.
alsorequiresa kinetic
study ofsuch effects
In the récentsimulationsof low Mach number (MA �3) obliquequasi-perpendicular
shocks (Liewerand al.1991).we found thatélectrondynamics play an importantrôlein the
shock structure.Specifïcally,
we observe a strong interactionbetween the upstream
électronsand the whistlerprecursorleadingto a damping of the precursorand a heatingof
the électrons.
In some parameter régimes,the électrons
are seen tobe trappedalongthe fleld
lines in the electrostatic
potentialof the whistler,indicating significantnonlinear
damping of the precursor.This can lead to strong électronheating in frontof the shock
when the parallel
of the whistlerexceeds the électronthermal velocity.
phase velocity
A one-dlmensionalelectromagneticparticle-In-cell
code with kineticélectronsand
ions was used forthèse studies,similarto that describedin Lembège and Dawson (1987b).
The codes uses standard PIC techniques(Birdsall
and Langdon, 1985) to solvethe coupled
fieldsas an initial
orbitsand the electromagnetic
value problem.
équationsforthe particle
The parallelelectromagneticcode was developped from a parallelelectrostatic
code
implemented using the General Concurrent PIC algorithmdescribedin Uewer and Decyk
(1989).Run timesforthe studiesin thispaper range from fourto fourteenhours.
Figure 15 shows resultsat two times in a simulation for a shock with MA - 2.8
= 0.02,
=
(determinedfrom the observed propagationspeed), J3e
rope/coce 2. mj/me = 1600,
Ti/Te = 4, and Son = 70° (Case 1).Figures15a-d show Bz(x).électronVx and Vz phase space.
and �|�(x)
at tcope= 600, and Figures 15e-h the same at tope = 1560. Several
respectively
featuresof the precursor wavetrain formationand electrons-precursor
interaction
in low
Mach number obliquequasi-perpendicular
in thèse sériesofplots.
shocks are illustrated
The phase frontof the wavetrainpropagatesfasterthan the shock. consistent
with
the observationof an increasein wave number in the packet with distancefrom the shock.
Throughout thisrun, the wavetraincontinued to extend fartherfrom the shock,with new
wave crests appearing, until the run was terminated when

the System boundary was

reached.Although the precursorwavetraindid not reach a "steady-state"
shape in thisrun.
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the amplitudes of the wavecrests nearer the shock front hâve reached steady-state
= 1560).
amplitudesby the latertime (trope
The decrease in amplitude of the precursorswith distancefrom the shock front
indicatedthe présence of some convectivedamping mechantsm. From the électron
vz versus
x phase space plotsin Figures 15c and 15g. itcan be seen thatthe électronare interacting
potential),
stronglywith the precursorwavetrain (trappingin the electric
suggestingthat
électrondamping may be présent.Since Vz phase space isdominated by the électronmotion
are apparentlylnteractlng
to the fieldforthisQbti= 70° case,the électrons
with the
parallel
fieldof the precursor.Because the shock ispropagatingat
electric
precursorviathe parallel
there is a component of the shock and
an angle 8Bn to the upstream magnetic field,
to the fleld :
fields
precursorelectric
parallel
=

=
V,(J)

El

COSSBn

^

To détermine whether the potentialis large enough to trap the électrons,the
observedvalue of the potential
well Inthe simulationscan be compared to thatrequiredfor
trapping.
The phase velocityof the precursor parallelto the fleldis much

higher than the

velocityIn the directionof propagationx. v$//= v�x / cos 9Sn. Using v$x= MAVA forthe
standing precursor.the expressionfor the parallelphase velocitybecomes v$// / vte =
MAYA/vte cos 9Bn. For the run in Figure 15,the électrontempératurewas Te = 0.5 Te. and
Alven speed relative
to the Initial
électronthermal speed was vA / vte=0.25,yielding
v$///
vte -2.
For thissimulation,the damping appears to be dominated by nonlinear(trapping)
effects.
However, ifthe run could be carriedout fora longertime on a largerSystem so thata
région of lower amplitude whistlerwere reached,a linear(Landau) damping régionmight
alsobe observed.
Ifélectroninteraction
fieldof the precursorwhistleris the
with the parallel
electric
cause of the électronheating and precursor damping as suggested by the simulationin
Figure 15 (Case 1),then resultsshould dépend on the ratioof the precursorparallel
phase
to the électronthermal velocity,
velocityrelative
V$I

=

MAvA
coseBnvte

=

MA
COS SBn

2

me

�e

mi

���vte
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Figure 16,alongwith Figure 15e,shows resultsforthe magnetic fieldat trope= 1560
from three simulationswith varyingvalues of électrontempérature,with otherparameters
the same as in Case 1 (Figure15).
Thus forCase 2.v�j,///
vte =1,and forCase 3 v�//
/ vte= 0.5,
compared tov$/// vte= 2 forCase 1.
Comparison of theprecursorin the magnetic fieldin Figures 15 and 16 (Cases 1-3)
shows that the decreasein v^/// vte ,(fromthe increasein Te),has lead to an increased
convecttvedamping of the whistlerprecursor.From thèse simulationsresults,
we findthat
lieswellwithinthe distribution
and the électronsdamp
îorv^f// vte� 1.the phase velocity
the precursor(linear
1,the precursor
damping) more than when v^,///vte�1,.
For v^///vte �
causes more heatingof the électronsas long as the precursorpotentialislargeenough to
function this
: leadsto a non lineardamping of
trap a significant
portionofthe distribution
the precursor.
The simulationshère hâve shown that significant
électronheatingis observedwhen
1.Using équation(15).
the conditionfora significant
amount of électron
v$/// vte �
heating
can be writtenas :

a

� 2

Ma me
COSOBN

mi

Thus formt/me = 1836 and cos OBn = 0.3.J3e�0.01MA isrequired .
Thus the 1-D numerical
simulationsindicatedthat heatingby the precursorwhistlerwillbe importantin planetary
and interplanetary
shocks under low J3econditions.
It is thus clearthat détailsof électrondynamics are important for some shock
structures,and thus simple fluidapproximationsare likely
to miss important aspectsof
the physics.The calculations
presented hère hâve simply pointed up the richnessof the
physicalphenomenon thatcan existin plasma shocks.They castlighton only a small part
of thisand there are many questionsleftunanswered by thèse simple 1D electromagnetic
In the future,as fasterparallel
calculations.
and twosupercomputers become available.
dimensional shock simulationson the électrontime scalebecome practical,
many more
questionabout magnetosonic shocks willbe answered.
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vnr CONCLUSIONS
We hâve given a synoptical
reviewon some varioustopicsand on innovativestudies
that Professor Dawson

has carried out in numerical simulations of space plasma

phenomena. Todays computers are able to followthe time évolutionof Systems containlng
with each
many millionsof degreesof freedom.ailof which are simultaneouslylnteractlng
other.One can oftentesttheoretical
and the assumptions and approximations
prédictions
which go intothem in ways inaccessible
to laboratoryor space experiments.For example, it
ispossible
to turn effects
on and offIn such models and see how the resultschange.Needless
to say. thisissomething which isoftenimpossiblein the realworld.
On the otherhand. such numericaltoolsare farmore complèteand realistic
than we
can hope to handle analytically.
They reproduce both linearand nonlinearbehavior.The
resultscan be used to predictthe behavior,testprédictions
and to gain an understandingof
the phenomena

involved.
This aspect is particularly
helpfulforperforminga comparative

ofa new space project
study with space expérimentaldata and/or forthe préparation
As mentionned by ProfessorDawson (1981)."thereal powerof numerical
simulation
does not lie (only)in reproducing complex physical phenomena. The resultsof such
calculations
often show us which are the importanteffectsamong the many possibilités
and thus letus constructusefulsimplephysicalmodels which we would be hard pressed to
do not reduce the amount of physics we are calledon to
Justifya prioriSuch calculations
do. but ratherincreasethe time spent on physics and put a premium on physicalintuition".
"On the expérimentalside,one fslimitedto measurements of onlya smaU. fraction
of these
fn a processand even thèse may be only sampled at a few timesand
quantities
of interest
This isparticularly
observations
positionsand with a limiteddegree of accuracy.
true for
of
naturalphenomena such as are encounteredwith space plasmas".We can add that.in many
cases of large-scaleand long-timenatural phenomena, where observational
studiesare
or bring incomplèteinformations,
difflcult
such numerical approach representsan unique
way for analysing in détailsthe complexity of the phenomena

and the simultaneous

interaction
of many effects.
letus remind that ProfessorDawson alsobrought an Important contribuFinally,
tion in educating new researchersin the fieldof plasma simulation ;
in particular,
his
activeparticipationto successiveInternationalSimulation Schools of Space Plasmas
illustrâtes
in studyingspace plasma phenomena but
quitewell not only his deep interest
alsohis care forestablishing
a linkbetween fusion,space and astrophysics
communitles.
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versus time obtalnedforeach givenangle9 ;Bo isalongz for9 = 90° and isdeflnedby
Bo = (BQX,0,BQZ),for 0 # 900.
Figure8.
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and associated2-D plot projections.
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distribution,

Figure9.
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Figure11.Electronphase space (x,pBe)for9 =70° at various
0.28 Tel(c).
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the locations
of the
overshoot
magnetic piston(where the particle
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Figure15. Simulationresultsat two times from Case 1 forBz (normalizedto V47CnomeC2).
électron(x,Vx)and rx,vz)phase space,and the electrostatic
to
potential$(normalized
0
ofthe precursorwavetrainon the électrons
can be seen in the phase
Te /e).This effect
For thiscase V$/I/ vte -2.0.In 2d, the arrow shows the électronpotential
space plots.
well of the first
precursor.This precursor,as wellas the smallerprecursor,is large
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In 2h, the arrow shows a finerscale
enough to trap the entireélectrondistribution.
secondarywave which appearsto be associatedwith the trappedélectrons.
Figure16. SimulationresultsforBz for Cases 2 and 3. ailat the same time as the later
Parameters are the same as Case 1 (Figure15).
picturesln Figure 15 ( tcùpe 1560).
=
except(v$///vte - 1.0)forCase 2 and (v^///Vte - 0.4)forCase 3. More convective
damping of theprecursorwavetrainisévidentin the warmer case.Case 3. MA- 2.8 for
Cases 1-3.
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